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Recently, the concept of a decentralized data marketplace is getting much attention to exchange user data. Multi-authority
attribute-based encryption (ABE), which can provide flexibility and user-centric access control, is previously widely used in
decentralized data sharing applications and also becoming a foundation to build decentralized data trading applications. It is
known that users in a multi-authority ABE system can collude by sharing their secret information for malicious purposes. To
address this issue, the collusion-resistant multi-authority ABE model was introduced in which a unique global identifier (GID)
is issued by the central authority (CA) to each user. Unfortunately, such approach cannot be used directly to build a
decentralized data marketplace as (a) such intervention of the CA is directly against the main motivation of the decentralized
trading platform and, mostly importantly, (b) the CA can exploit its full knowledge on users’ GID to launch various attacks
against users. Motivated by these observations, this paper introduces a novel user collusion-resistant decentralized multi-
authority ABE scheme for privacy preserving data trading systems. In the existing multi-authority ABE systems, users utilize
his/her GID that is solely assigned by the CA to generate his/her secret keys throughout the collaboration with authorities and a
user can compute multi-authority keys by combining the secret keys (stem from the same GID) in various ways. In the
proposed system, the CA only has a partial knowledge of users’ GIDs, and thus, users’ privacy can be protected. On the other
hand, we set the user’s own partial GID as a secret which can be used to withdraw his/her deposit to discourage any possible
collusion among users.

1. Introduction

The development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led peo-
ple to generate larger amounts of data in their daily lives.
Experts predict that the amount of these data will explosively
increase each year [1]. One major use of the massive amount
of data is the training of various machine learning algorithms
to build artificial intelligence-empowered applications for
our daily lives [2–4]. As acquiring sufficient amounts of data
from individuals to train the machine learning algorithms
has many limitations, the concept of a data marketplace is
introduced; a data marketplace is an online trading platform
where people can trade data, and it can be considered suitable

for legally acquiring the data required for learning. Google
[5] and Amazon [6] provide an online data marketplace ser-
vice based on their cloud infrastructure. On these platforms,
peoples can buy qualified data and analyze it on the cloud
computing service. However, there is a significant issue that
the most centralized marketplace does not support the
user-to-user data trade and all rights to sales data are con-
trolled by the central administrator. A decentralized market-
place platform [7–9] where the concept has recently been
proposed can provide decentralized data trading among
users without a centralized administrator based on the block-
chain smart contract. A decentralized data trading platform
achieves decentralization by excluding the participation of
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trusted intermediaries. However, the decentralized platform
does not support data sharing through trusted administrator
among the data seller and multiple buyers. Therefore, consid-
ering the problem that sellers must always be online for data
sharing, the most efficient way is for the seller to outsource
sales data to the cloud server and the server to provide data
only to users authorized by the seller. However, traditional
one-to-one cryptographic schemes (e.g., symmetric key
encryption and public key encryption) are not suitable for
decentralized data trading. If a one-to-one scheme is used,
the seller will need to transform (or re-encrypt) data stored
on the cloud server into new ciphertexts for the buyer every
time.

An attribute-based encryption (ABE) is a cryptographic
scheme that can provide one-to-many encryptions, which
satisfies the utmost requirements of data trading. The seller
can specify the buyer’s job or position in the process of gen-
erating a ciphertext, and buyers can also efficiently find the
desired data based on specified attributes in the ciphertext.
In the ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-
ABE) [10–13], the message sender defines the attributes
required for the decrypting of the message as an access tree.
The ciphertext can be decrypted by any user who has appro-
priate attributes. To decrypt the message, firstly, the recipient
must prove his/her attribute set and gets corresponding
secret keys from the key authority. However, in the multi-
authority environment [14–17], authorities manage attri-
butes of users belonging to them privately unless there is a
predefined communication channel among them and users
can belong to more than one authority with multiple secret
keys. The message sender can define a set of attributes issued
by different authorities as conditions for decrypting data.
Therefore, in the multi-authority ABE system, recipients
must be able to generate a secret key by combining his/her
multiple attributes generated by multiple authorities.

However, if the combination of secret keys is allowed, the
system must consider the following two issues: first, authori-
ties do not know a secret key generated by other key author-
ities. If the key authority receives a request to combine secret
keys from the user, the authority must be able to verify that
the requested secret keys are all held by the same user. In
other words, all authorities must be able to distinguish
between the honest user’s request and the malicious
attacker’s request. The second issue is a revocation of the
secret key. If the user leaves the system or an attribute is
updated, the corresponding user’s secret key should no lon-
ger be used. If the system does not provide the key revoca-
tion, attackers may be able to attempt a collusion attack
using a revoked user’s secret key.

Chase [14] proposed a global identifier (GID) to distin-
guish between the honest request and collusion attack. The
user uses his/her unique GID issued by the central authority
as an input parameter for the key generation algorithm, and
only combinations of secret keys generated from the same
GID are allowed in the system. Subsequent works [15, 17–
20] have improved Chase’s approach, where instead of iden-
tifiers, the CA chooses a random secret value for each user
and generates the secret key based on this random value with
each authority. This random value is revealed only when the

user has enough secret keys. If the user attempts to combine
the secret keys generated from different random values, it is
not revealed and the algorithm does not return a valid com-
putational result. However, these approaches assumed a
trusted CA that issues a unique identifier for each user and
there was a limit to the system being overly dependent on
CA. A decentralized attribute-based encryption (DABE)
[10, 18–20] was proposed to solve the concentration of
secrets in the CA during the key generation process, but there
remained a problem of the centralized GID. Even if the
power of the CA has been weakened, the user’s GID is still
determined by CA, so the CA can collude with the user to
violate the privacy of other users [21].

2. Related Work

Sahai and Waters [22] first proposed an ABE as an extension
concept of identity-based encryption [23]. In ABE cryptosys-
tems, a user is represented by a set of attributes instead of
unique identities. Therefore, ABE can provide flexible access
control based on the user’s attributes. In [22], the ciphertext
can be decrypted if the recipient has at least d attributes in
the entire set of attributes. To generate the secret key, first,
the user proves his/her identity with attributes to the trust
authority. After validation of attributes is completed, the
key authority uses its master key to generate the requester’s
secret key corresponding to the set of attributes that the
requester has.

Many researchers have recently used ABE to achieve
decentralized data sharing. Gao et al. [24] and Zhang et al.
[25] proposed a decentralized data sharing system. They pro-
pose a method that combines the blockchain and CP-ABE to
resolve problems caused by the untrusted cloud service pro-
vider in traditional data sharing systems. Instead of storing
personal data on the untrusted cloud server, Gao et al. [24]
suggested that InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) nodes store
a chunk of encrypted data. In his data sharing scheme, only
users with appropriate attributes can collect chunks from
the decentralized file system and reconstruct the original
decrypted data. Zhang et al. [25] used an attribute-based sig-
nature (ABS), CP-ABE, and the blockchain smart contract to
share IoT sensor data on the untrusted cloud server. In [25],
the data owner stores encrypted data on the cloud server and
generates a smart contract that manages the access control
table of the data. If the IoT device that wants access to data
has appropriate attributes, it can submit ABS to the smart
contract and receive the encrypted private key. Subsequently,
the IoT device submits ABS to the cloud server and obtains
encrypted data via a secure channel established through
mutual authentication. However, [22, 24, 25] assumed a sin-
gle attribute key authority in their system, so it failed to
present available ABE in the multi-authority model in which
several different authorities operate simultaneously. A single-
authority ABE model violates our goal of mitigating the
dependence of the centralized authority. Therefore, we
require consideration of a multi-authority environment in
which multiple authorities manage users’ attributes
individually.
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Chase [14] proposed a multi-authority ABE model based
on the global identifier. In Chase’s ABEmodel, all users in the
system have a unique GID issued by the central authority
(CA) and they use it as a secret seed to issue secret keys from
each attribute authority. In the process of the key generation,
the requester’s GID and his/her attributes and a pseudoran-
dom function (PRF) that each key authority has uniquely
are used. Upon receiving a request to combine several secret
keys from the user, the authority reconstructs this identifier
from the requested secret keys. If all secret keys are generated
from the same GID, the authority combines the requested
secret keys. Since the reconstruction of GID requires infor-
mation about PRF that each authority uses to generate secret
keys, Chase’s model necessitates a fully trusted entity that
maintains the state of all authorities in the system. However,
this entity will have a significant impact on the entire system
if it is compromised (known as a single point of failure).

DABE can mitigate the impact of the aforementioned
issues by dividing the role of the fully trusted CA in tradi-
tional ABE systems into multiple entities in the system [10,
18–20, 26, 27]. Hur and Kang [19] proposed a DABE model
that improves the model of Bethencourt et al. [12]. In [19],
the CA and a group of attribute authorities Ai cooperatively
generate user’s secret keys. Each authority generates only a
part of the user’s secret key in the key generation phase, so,
nobody knows the entire user secret key except the user.
The CA securely generates a portion of the user’s secret key
while maintaining privacy for their input data by running a
two-party computation protocol with key authorities in the
system. The user completes his/her secret keys by combining
portions of the secret key issued by the CA and key authori-
ties. Wang et al. [20] proposed the DABE model in which a
key authority (KA) and a cloud service provider (CSP) coop-
eratively issue user’s secret keys in the single-authority envi-
ronment based on Water’s model [13]. Wang mitigated the
key escrow problem due to the key generation of the single
authority by splitting the key generation operations sepa-
rately between KA and CSP, similar to [19]. Similar to the
scheme in [19], Wang’s scheme runs a two-party computa-
tion protocol between KA and CSP, so only the user knows
his/her secret key. Lin et al. [10] proposed a collaborative
key management protocol based on Water’s model [13]. In
[10], the key authority and cloud server issue a user’s secret
key and a decryption server helps the user’s decryption pro-
cess. In Lin’s scheme, the key authority (KA), cloud server
(CS), and decryption server (DS) generate secret keys for
each user during the key generation process. Unlike previous
studies, in Lin’s scheme, no one in the system has a user’s
secret key. Instead of issuing a secret key to the user, encryp-
tion and decryption operations based on the user’s secret key
issued by the CA are divided by KA, CS, and DS. In [27],
Rahulamathavan et al. proposed a strong privacy-
preserving DABE model with an anonymous key-issuing
protocol to prevent key authorities from tracing users’ GIDs
and violating users’ privacy. In Rahulamathavan’s scheme,
users can get a secret key from the key authority without
revealing their GID to key authorities. However, most of
the proposed schemes still rely on the GID generated by the
CA to prevent collusion attacks among users. The security

of the above systems has the disadvantage of relying entirely
on a single fully trusted authority. Therefore, rather than
simply distributing the running of traditional ABE
algorithms across multiple entities, we need a method to effi-
ciently prevent collusion attacks.

Blockchain is a variant of the distributed database. Users
in the blockchain network (called a full node) manage a local
copy of the blockchain ledger themselves without the data-
base manager. In the blockchain network, a consensus proto-
col is used to synchronize ledgers even if malicious nodes are
participating in the network. The blockchain can be divided
into two types depending on the network model [28]. The
first type is a public blockchain, where all nodes in the net-
work are untrustworthy nodes. Therefore, the public block-
chain uses consensus algorithms such as a Proof-of-Work
(PoW), Proof-of-Stake (PoS), and Delegated Proof-of-Work
(DPoS), which can provide strong network security. A strong
consensus algorithm can protect a blockchain ledger from
malicious nodes in the network; however, it leads to trade-
offs between security and performance [29, 30]. The second
type, a private blockchain, improves the performance of the
blockchain network by constructing nodes in the network
only as authorized users. The private blockchain network is
managed by a network administrator, and only users autho-
rized by the administrator can participate in the network.
Therefore, the private blockchain can improve the network
performance based on efficient consensus algorithms such
as PBFT [31].

A security deposit means money held as an initial pay-
ment of the purchase process. It is used in various fields, such
as leasing, and is used as a means of ensuring fairness in the
contract. For example, if a lessee damages an apartment or
cancels a lease contract during an apartment lease, the lessor
will deduct the amount from the lessor’s deposit. Poon and
Dryja [32] proposed a method to share cryptographic proofs
that allow the counterparty to withdraw their deposit when-
ever the channel is updated. If a malicious user attempts to
close the channel abnormally, the counterparty will be able
to withdraw the malicious user’s deposit without the original
owner’s consent. McCorry et al. [33] proposed a monitoring
solution that improves the problem of channel participants
being always online and monitoring the network. Partici-
pants in the channel always have to monitor the blockchain
network to know if the counterparty closes the channel
abnormally. McCorry et al. have delegated these monitoring
roles to third parties and proposed a monitoring solution that
allows users to validate the results. A Hashed Timelock
Contract (HTLC) [34] is a method to support a cross-chain
transaction between heterogeneous blockchain networks
(e.g., exchange Bitcoin and Ethereum). Unlike traditional
cryptocurrency transactions that use the digital signature as
a proof of ownership, HTLC uses knowledge of preimage r
of hash values HðrÞ recorded in the blockchain ledger as
proof of ownership. A preimage for the proof of ownership
is automatically disclosed at the phase of consuming the
counterparty’s transaction after both sides send the transac-
tion to the counterparty. As such, the security deposit is used
as a motivation to induce honest behavior among untrusted
users.
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2.1. Our Contribution. In this paper, we propose a fair data
trading system on the multi-authority ABE model. In the
proposed system, we adopt a blockchain-based security
deposit to prevent collusion attacks and a data trading proto-
col based on HTLC to guarantee fairness between the buyer
and seller. To summarize, our contributions are listed as
follows:

(i) In the proposed model, any user can attempt a collu-
sion attack. However, if anyone tries to attack,
he/she will lost his/her security deposit. People will
act as honestly as possible to keep their deposits.

(ii) In the proposed system, the trading and sharing of
sales data are done without the participation of a
trusted administrator. We propose a decentralized
data trading protocol that can guarantee reliability
between untrusted sellers and buyers.

(iii) The proposed system is controlled only by smart
contracts operating on the blockchain. Nobody can
control the blockchain network that is controlled
only by nodes in the network, and the proposed sys-
tem is secure unless a fatal attack on the blockchain
network is known.

3. System Architecture

In this section, we describe our proposed system architecture
with our security considerations.

3.1. System Description. There are five system entities in our
system, the central authority (CA), attribute authorities (Ai
), the user (buyer and seller), the blockchain network, and
the cloud service provider (CSP) as shown in Figure 1.

(i) Central authority (CA) generates a secret key to the
user in cooperation with Ai that can be used to
decrypt the ciphertext in the system. The CA period-
ically updates all secret keys to revoke a malicious
user or attributes. Moreover, the CA deploys a secu-
rity deposit contract (SC) for each user that moti-
vates users to act honestly in the system

(ii) Attribute authorities (Ai) are responsible for verify-
ing the user’s possession of attributes and issuing
attributes to the user. In our system, a secret key
means a secret value corresponding to a set of attri-
butes and the user can obtain multiple attributes
and its secret keys from multiple authorities

(iii) User is classified as a seller or buyer according to
their role in the trading protocol. All users must set
up a security deposit as a constraint on their behav-
ior and then participate in the system

(iv) Blockchain is a decentralized P2P network without a
network administrator. A smart contract is a pro-
gram that runs on the blockchain network, which
is controlled only by network nodes, making control
by third parties practically difficult. Therefore, it is

practically difficult to control the operation of the
program by malicious third parties

(v) Cloud service provider (CSP) is a cloud server that
stores ciphertexts, which in our system CSP serves
to provide ciphertexts to buyers and deploys a trad-
ing support contract (TSC) that supports users’ data
trading. Furthermore, we assume that in the pro-
posed system, CSP is a semitrusted entity and honest
but curious

3.2. Security Goals. In this paper, we assume a collusion
attack as a major threat to the proposed system. In the
CP-ABE model, a user’s secret key represents a set of attri-
butes authenticated by the key authority. Even if users
share their secret keys with the collusion attacker, there is
no damage to colluders unless the system administrator
detects and punishes the colluder who shared the secret
key. The attacker may be able to get secret keys through a
trusted colluder who wants to access the same data. How-
ever, realistically, it would be more desirable to assume that
a third-party user who has no contact with the attacker has
this secret key. Therefore, we assume that a group of collu-
sion attackers in the proposed system does not have enough
attributes to decrypt the target data (also, the attacker’s
group consists of reasonable users and has no trust among
them). We also assume that an attacker pays a reward and
gets a secret key to a third-party user who has insufficient
attributes.

A collusion attack can be classified into several types of
attacks according to the role of participants in the system
[21], and we consider that the following two types of attacks
are a threat to the proposed system.

Central authority User

Smart contract SC

Blockchain network

Attribute authority Attribute authority

cGID

1. Deploy SC
2. Deposit – SC.deposit
(with condition hvalue) 

uGID

hvalue

User’s GID

3. Key generation

4. Secret key, SK

Figure 1: Proposed system overview.
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(i) Among users: an attacker’s secret key (i.e., a set of
attributes) cannot decrypt the target data that he
wants to access. The attacker can obtain insufficient
attribute keys from colluders to achieve the condition
to decrypt the target data

(ii) Authority and user: the CA does not issue secret keys
to users. Instead, it can be the target of many attacks as
an administrator of the system. A compromised CA
can generate a secret key for any user without attribute
authorities based on the information that can be
obtained from the secret key of the user in the system

Under the threat model noted above, we consider the fol-
lowing security goals for a fair data trading system against
collusion attacks on the multi-authority ABE model:

(i) Collusion resistance: although collusion attacks can
occur among entities in the system, resistance to col-
lusion attacks should be guaranteed

(ii) User revocation: the secret key of a user who has left
the system or been revoked by the CA must no lon-
ger be valid on the system. Furthermore, the revoked
secret key should not be used in the system even
though it is still valid

(iii) Decentralization: all data trading transactions occur-
ring on the proposed system are made without the
participation of the trusted intermediary. It is a trade
between untrusted users, but no user should be able
to harm the other party by malicious behavior

3.3. Cryptocurrency Deposit. The proposed model uses cryp-
tocurrency as a deposit. However, cryptocurrency may not
be appropriate to use as a deposit due to its unique floating
exchange rate. For example, on January 31, 2020, Ethereum
was priced at $183.68 per dollar. However, a year later, the
price increased sevenfold to $1,317.58 on January 31, 2021.
If the value of the cryptocurrency decreases, the deposit will
not prevent collusion attacks, and if the value increases, it will
be a factor that makes it difficult for new users to participate
in the system. Therefore, cryptocurrency-based deposits can
have a significant impact on the reliability of the system. To
prevent issues caused by the volatility of cryptocurrencies,
we assume the use of Tether (USDT) instead of ordinary
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum
(ETH) as deposits used in the system. As of February 22,
2021, Tether’s volatility over the past 30 days was 0.01, while
Bitcoin was 0.88 and Ethereum was 0.94 [35]. Tether tokens
exist as digital tokens built on Bitcoin (Omni and Liquid Pro-
tocol), Ethereum, EOS, Tron, Algorand, SLP, and OMG
blockchains. Tether is implemented in the Ethereum block-
chain as an ERC-20 token and supports smart contracts.
Furthermore, the low variability of the tether is suitable for
use in the proposed system.

4. Decentralized CP-ABE

A common framework of the CP-ABE scheme consists of the
following four algorithms:

(i) Setup: the authority runs a setup algorithm to gener-
ate public parameters for the system and then gener-
ates its master key (MK) and public key (PK)

(ii) Key generation: The authority validates attributes
that the user has and then issues the user’s attribute
key using its master key

(iii) Encryption: the user (message sender) defines the
access policy to decrypt the ciphertext. Then, the
user uses the access policy and authority’s public
key to generate the ciphertext

(iv) Decryption: the user (recipient) uses his/her attribute
key and the authority’s public keys to decrypt the
ciphertext. If the user has enough attributes defined
in the access policy of the ciphertext, he can acquire
the plaintext, but otherwise, he will fail to decrypt it.

Hur and Kang [19] proposed a decentralized attribute-
based encryption model that improves the CP-ABE model
proposed by Bethencourt et al. [12]. He improved the key
generation algorithm in the Bethencourt model to collabo-
rate with the central authority and attribute authorities. This
model is as follows.

4.1. Setup

(i) Global setup: the trusted initializer chooses a bilinear
group G0 of prime order p with generator g and a
cryptographic hash function H : f0, 1g∗ ⟶G0

(ii) Authority setup: a central key authority (CA) chooses
a random exponent β ∈ℤp as its master key and

computes its public key gβ. CA’s master private and
public key pair is given by (MKCA = β, PKCA = gβ).
Each local key authority (Ai) chooses a random expo-
nent αi ∈ℤp as its master private key and computes
its public key eðg, gÞαi (where e is a bilinear map
and is denoted by e : G0 ×G0 ⟶G1). Key authori-
ties’ master private and public key pairs are given
by (MKAi

= eðg, gÞαi , PKAi
= αi). Then, it publishes

a public parameter param = fG0, g,Hg

4.2. Key Generation. In Bethencourt’s model, the CA gener-
ates all parts of the user’s secret key by itself. However, in
Hur and Kang’s model, the CA and key authorities generate
users’ secret keys cooperatively shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
none of them can acquire the entire part of the user’s secret
key. The key generation protocol is as follows:

(1) The user u requests the CA, to generate a secret key

(2) The CA chooses random exponents γi ∈ℤ
∗
p for each

key authority Ai and sets GIDu =∑m
i=1γi. Then, the

CA and each key authority Ai run a secure two-
party computation (2PC), where the private input
of the CA is ðγi, βÞ, authority Ai’s private input is αi,
and the protocol returns the private output x = ðαi +
γiÞβ to Ai
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(3) Ai randomly chooses τ ∈ℤ∗
p and computes T = gxτ

= gðαi+γiÞβτ and then sends it to the CA

(4) CA computes B = T1/β2
= gαi+γiτβ and sends it to Ai

(5) Ai computes Di = Bτ = gðαi+γiÞβ and sends it to the
user u

(6) After receiving Di from all key authorities, the user u
computes the part of his/her secret key D =

Qm
i=1Di

= gðα1+⋯+αmÞ+GIDuβ

(7) The CA randomly chooses r′ ∈ℤp and then sends

gGIDu−r ′ to Ai and gr ′ to u.

(8) Ai randomly chooses r j ∈ℤp and sends the following
secret value to the user u (value r j related to the set of
attributes λj issued to the user u by authority Ai):

∀λj ∈ S : Dj = gGIDu−r ′ ·H λj

� �r j ,
Dj′= grj

ð1Þ

(9) The user u computes gr ′ ·Dj for all attribute keys that
he has. The secret key that the user u obtains is as fol-
lows: (where D = gðα1+⋯+αmÞ+GIDuβ)

SKu = D,∀λj ∈ S : Dj = gGIDu ·H λj

� �r j ,Dj′= grj
� �

ð2Þ

In the Hur and Kang model, a decentralized key genera-
tion is possible because each authority generates only a part
of the user’s secret key. Moreover, each user’s secret key uses
a different secret value GIDu randomly chosen by the CA,
which prevents the collusion attack among users. Without

knowledge of this secret value GIDu, collusion attack among
users is impossible.

However, if the CA is compromised, it is possible to gen-
erate a secret key for another user by colluding with the user
without the participation of key authorities [21]. The user u
gives the CA the value D that is part of his/her secret key S
Ku. The CA can compute the value gα required to generate
another user’s secret key from the value D received from
the user u as follows:

Dβ

gGIDu
= g α1+⋯+αmð Þ+GIDuβ
� �β

× g−GIDu

= g α1+⋯+αmð Þ+GIDu+ −GIDuð Þ = g α1+⋯+αmð Þ:

ð3Þ

A simple solution for this vulnerability is to set the value
GIDu, which the CA randomly determines for each user, to
secret information that the CA does not know. However, if
users choose the value GIDu themselves, it leads to a problem
which is a collusion attack among users. And if the user gives
a value GIDu as well as a value D to the CA, the solution no
longer guarantees resistance to collusion attacks.

5. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we present a decentralized ABE model that
improves the Hur and Kang model [19]. To solve the afore-
mentioned problem, we propose a security deposit protocol
to avoid collusion attacks. We use a security deposit on the
blockchain as a precaution against malicious behavior by
users in the attribute-based encryption system. In the pro-
posed model, the user sets up a security deposit to the block-
chain smart contract as a guarantee of his/her honest
behavior to participate in the system. If the user colludes with
another user, during the exchange of information for the
attack, he exposes the secret value that is required to with-
draw his/her security deposit from the smart contract.
Table 1 shows notations used in our scheme.

x = (𝛼i + 𝛾i)𝛽

T = gx/𝜏

B = T1/𝛽2

i = 1

Di = B𝜏

Di

m

D = 

𝜆j ∈ S: Dj = gGID–r H(𝜆j)rj, Dj = grj.

SKut
 = (D, 𝜆j ∈ S: Dj = gGID H(𝜆j)rj, Dj = grj.

gGID–r

gr

(𝛼i)(𝛽, 𝛾i)

Attribute
authorities (Ai)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Key
request

Central
Authority (CA)

User (u)

Figure 2: Key generation phase in the Hur and Kang model [19].
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5.1. Deposit Setup. All users must set up their security deposit
to participate in the system. The security deposit is managed
by a blockchain smart contract, and if a user shares his/her
secret key to another user or authority for the collusion
attack, the colluder who receives the secret key can withdraw
the security deposit set by the original owner of the shared
secret key. We allow users to choose a part of the global iden-
tifier uGIDu, which was previously determined uniquely by
the CA for each user. And knowledge of this uGIDu is used
as a condition for withdrawing the user’s deposit. The user
requests the CA to generate his/her secret key and then runs
a deposit function shown in Figure 3.

CA deploys a deposit smart contract SC to the blockchain
network for user u who requests key generation. At this time,
the state of the smart contract is initialized (init). Then, the
user u chooses random exponents δi, ku,t1 ∈ℤ

∗
p for each key

authority Ai and for proof of ownership (where uGIDu,t1 =
∑m

i=1δi). The user u computes and sends hash results hvalue
=HðuGIDu,t1Þ and hindex =Hðku,t1Þ to the smart contract
SC at the period t1 (where H is a cryptographic hash func-
tion). After a simple verification process, the state of SC tran-
sits from the init to the active.

Then, the user u, CA, and each key authority Ai run a key
generation algorithm as shown in Figure 4.

(1) The user u requests the CA, to generate a secret key

(2) The CA chooses random exponents γi ∈ℤ
∗
p for each

key authority Ai and sets cGIDu,t1 =∑m
i=1γi

(3) The user u securely sends δi for each key authority Ai

(4) The CA and each key authority Ai run a secure two-
party computation (2PC), where the private input of
the CA is ðγi, βÞ, authority Ai’s private input is ðαi
+ δiÞ, and the protocol returns the private output x
= ðαi + γi + δiÞβ to each Ai

The subsequent key generation process is the same as
Hur and Kang’s model [19], and the encryption and decryp-
tion algorithms are the same. After completing the key gener-
ation algorithm, the user u gets a his/her secret key (where
D =

Qm
i=1Di = gðα1+⋯+αmÞ+cGIDu,t1 +uGIDu,t1β):

SKu = D,∀λj ∈ S : Dj = g cGIDu,t1 +uGIDu,t1ð Þ ·H λj

� �r j ,Dj′= grj
� �

:

ð4Þ

5.2. Get Ciphertext. After completing the deposit setup, users
can participate in the trade with other users. In the proposed
system, the seller stores his/her encrypted data on the cloud
server, and after the transaction is completed, the cloud ser-
vice provider provides the data to the buyer. However, since
transactions do not go through trusted intermediaries, the
trading between users on the external channel cannot guar-
antee the fairness of the trading. Therefore, we applied HTLC
to the proposed system to ensure the fairness of the trading as
shown in Figure 5. In the system, data trading and data shar-
ing between the buyer and the seller are as follows:

(1) The seller stores encrypted data CT on the cloud
server

(2) The buyer requests the seller to sell the data CT

(3) The seller randomly chooses R ∈ℤ∗
p and computes

hproof =HðRÞ and then sends hproof to the CSP
and the buyer. In the proposed system, the CSP
manages lists for managing each user’s data. The list
consists of fIDseller, CT , txID, hproofg and the CSP
provides corresponding data only if the buyer has
provided valid proof (i.e., preimage of hproof )

(4) The buyer deposits the transaction amount to the
trading support contract (TSC) with the hproof

(5) The seller submits his/her digital signature σseller and
the preimage of hproof (i.e., R) to TSC and receives
the transaction amount

(6) To request access to the data CT , the buyer submits
the value R exposed by the seller in the process of
receiving the transaction amount to the CSP. The
buyer generates the following message and sends it
to the CSP to show that the state of his/her smart
contract is active and that the trade with the seller
has been completed

msgreq = SC, txID, R′, ku,t1 , CT
n o

ð5Þ

(7) If SC:state = active, SC:hindex =Hðku,t1Þ, and h

proof =HðR′Þ, the CSP returns the requested cipher-
text CT to the buyer

5.3. State Transition. The activated SC can be transited to
three states: active, close, and revoke. We have five state tran-
sition scenarios as shown in Figure 6. A detailed description
of each state transition is as follows:

(i) ½active⟶ active�: for the user revocation, all users
in the system must periodically update their secret
keys. The update period t is determined by the CA,
which is inserted into the user’s contract SC during
the deposit setup process. Therefore, all contracts in
the system have the same timer of update period t.

Table 1: Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description

cGIDu,t CA-generated global identifier for user u at period t

uGIDu,t User-generated global identifier at period t

Du Deposit from user u

ku,t Random value for proof of ownership of the depositDu

H Cryptographic hash function
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Contract SC

Init: CA deploy the contract SC and set the initial state and the next
key update period texpired and the user address addru.
1) set state = inti

set state = close

set state = close

send depositu to addrx

send depositu to addrx

2) set texpired = t + 1
3) set user = addru

Deposit: Upon receiving {𝜎sku, hvalueu,t, hindexu,t, depositu}
from the user u (where hvalueu,t = H(uGIDu,t), hindexu,t =
H(ku,t)).

Key Update: Upon receiving {𝜎sku, hvalueu,t+1 , hindexu+t+1,gr}1) If verifySign(𝜎sku, user) = true
• set hvalue = hvalueu,t

set hindex = hindexu,t
set balance = depositu

set hvalue = hvalueu,t+1
set hindex = hindexu,t+1
set texpired = t + 2

•
•

2) set state = active

Withdraw: Upon receiving { proof1, proof2, depositu, addrx}
from the user x

from the user x, {𝜎
CA
, gr′} from CA

1) If state = active && balance ≥ depositu

2) If state = revoke && balance ≥ depositu

If hvalue = H(proof1)

If texpired > current block height
If verifysign(𝜎sku, addru) ∧
verifysign(𝜎CA, addrCA) ∧ (gr = gr′) = true

If hvalue = H(proof1) || hindex = H(proof2)

•

•
•

•
•
•

2
1)

)

•
•
•

Contract TSC

Init: CSP deploy the trade support contract TSC. The seller stores
the ciphertext CT in CSP. CSP manages access control lists for the
seller. The list consisted of the seller’s ID IDseller, the identifier of
the stored data IDCT, an index of the transaction txID, and the
proof needed to access the data hproof.
Deposit: Upon receiving {hproof, IDseller, IDCT, depositbuyer}
from the buyer 
1) create new trade

• trade[txID] = Trade (hproof, IDCT, depositbuyer)
2) send txID to the buyer and seller

Withdraw: Upon receiving {proof, depositbuyer, addrseller,
txID} from the seller.
1) If trade[txID].hproof = H(proof) &&

If trade[txID].balance ≤ 0
delete trade[txID]

trade[txID].balaance ≥ depositbuyer
trade[txID].balance = trade[txID].balance – 
depositbuyer
send depositbuyer to addrseller

•

•
2)

•

Figure 3: Contract design for SC and TSC:

B = T1/𝛽2

Di = B
𝜏 𝜆j ∈ S: Dj = g(cGID + uGID)–r H(𝜆j)rj, Dj = grj.

SKu = (D, 𝜆j ∈ S: Dj = g(cGID + uGID) H(𝜆j)rj, Dj = grj.

g(cGID + uGID)–r

gr

Attribute
authorities (Ai)

1
2

7

10

3

4

5

6 9

8

Key
request

Central
Authority (CA)

User (u)

x = (𝛼i + 𝛾i + 𝛿i)𝛽

T = gx/𝜏

(𝛼i, 𝛿i)

𝛿i

(𝛽, 𝛾i)

i = 1
Di = g

(𝛼1+...+𝛼m) + cGID + uGIDm

D = 𝛽

Figure 4: Key generation phase in the proposed system.
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Since implementing the synchronized timer in an
asynchronous network is hard, we measure this
period t as the nth block is appended to the block-
chain (e.g., update every 100 blocks appended to the
blockchain). If the user takes no action until the nth
block is appended, his/her contract will automatically
be transited to the revoke state. In the revoke state
contract, the user loses ownership of the deposit
locked in the contract, so to avoid this situation, all
users will participate in the key update function hon-
estly before the contract timer is expired as shown in
Figure 6 (case 1). To update the secret key, the user
chooses a new random value δi, ku,t2 ∈ℤ

∗
p for each

attribute authority and the new proof of ownership.
Then, set uGIDu,t2 =∑m

i=1δi and compute hvalue =
HðuGIDu,t2Þ, hindex =Hðku,t2ÞÞ. The user uses uGI
Du,t2 to generate a new secret key as in the deposit
setup phase. At the end of the key generation process

in Hur and Kang’s model, the CA generates gr ′ and
sends it to the user. The user finally gets the secret

key using gr ′ received from the CA and the part of
the secret key Dj received from the attribute authori-

ties. The user and CA send this value gr ′ to the con-
tract after key generation is completed, and if the
values submitted by the CA and the user are the same,
the contract is transited to the active state of the new
period t2

(ii) ½active⟶ close�: a deposit in the contract can be
withdrawn by showing a preimage of hvalue (i.g., u
GIDu,t) using the withdraw function shown in
Figure 3. The user can withdraw their deposit before
the contract timer t is expired himself (case 2). To
withdraw the deposit, the user u submits the secret
value uGIDu,t used to generate his/her secret key to
the contract. When the deposit is withdrawn, the
contract transits to a close state automatically. The
withdrawal algorithm of the proposed model does
not verify the original owner of the deposit but sim-
ply verifies that it has valid proof as shown in
Figure 3. Therefore, anyone with valid proof can
withdraw the deposit without the original owner’s
consent. As mentioned earlier, in the proposed
model, the user who wants to join the collusion
attack must disclose his/her secret value uGIDu,t to
the colluder. That is, if the secret value uGIDu,t is
disclosed to another user and the deposit is with-
drawn, the contract is equally transited to the close
state (case 3)

(iii) ½active⟶ revoke�: a transit to the revoke state
occurs due to the user’s revocation. As mentioned
earlier, we use a revocation scheme that periodically
regenerates a new secret key for all valid users in the
system. However, if a user does not complete a key
update (case 5) or is revoked from the system before
the key update (case 4), the contract will be transited

Cloud service provider
Buyer

Trade support contract TSC

Blockchain network

1. Deploy TSC
4. Deposit – TSC.deposit
(with condition hproof)  

hproof
(H(R))

H(R1)

H(R1)

H(R2)

2. Request CT

Seller

3. hproof

5. Withdraw – TSC.withdraw
(Disclose R)

3. hproof

6. Request CT (with R)

7. Data CT

Data
owner Target Trade ID Proof

IDsellerX

IDsellerX

IDsellerY

CT1 Tx!

Tx!

Tx2

CT2

CT3

Figure 5: Data transaction overview.
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to the revoke state. After the state of the contract is
transited to revoke, hindex is added as an option to
the conditions for deposit withdrawal. In other
words, the deposit of the revoked user can be with-
drawn with knowledge of the preimage of either h
value or hindex as shown in Figure 3

6. Analysis and Evaluation

6.1. Security Analysis

(1) Collusion resistance: our proposed system ensures
resistance to collusion (a) among users and (b) among
a user and central authority. All users in the system
can share their secret keys with collusion attackers.
An attacker will pay a certain reward pricereward × n
to induce users to share their secret keys (where n is
the number of colluders). They will be able to obtain
unauthorized data through attacks and benefit pric
edata from it. In the end, the benefit of the collusion
attacker from the attack would be

priceattack = pricedata − pricereward × nð Þ ð6Þ

However, if the reward to colluders pricereward × n is
greater than the benefits from the attack (i.e., pricedata <
ðpricereward × nÞ), the attackers will lose the motivation of
the attack, because they will suffer financial damage even
if the attack succeeds.

(a) Collusion among users: a collusion attack among
users can be prevented by making it impossible to
combine if the global identifier GIDu used for key
generation is not the same. In the existing scheme,
the CA chooses random exponents for each attribute
authority Ai and sets GIDu =∑m

i=1γi (where GIDu is
uniquely determined by each user). Then, each attri-
bute authority Ai and CA cooperatively generate the
user’s secret key based on their master key and given
γi. Even though the attribute authority generates a
secret key corresponding to the same attribute set,

each user has a different secret key because the expo-
nent γi is different. Therefore, GIDu used to generate
a user’s secret key can never be reconstructed from
the secret keys of different users. Previous models
used a CA-determined global identifier GIDu for
secret key generation. Therefore, the CA knew the
parameters that each attribute authority used to gen-
erate a user’s secret key and could access the cipher-
texts in the system without having enough
attributes. In contrast, in our proposed system, the
CA and user choose and combine the global identifier
to be used for key generation separately. In more
details, the CA generates a global identifier cGIDu,t
=∑m

i=1γi the same for previously proposed models
and the user u also generates a global identifier uGI
Du,t =∑m

i=1δi at period t. The user u keeps uGIDu,t
secret from the CA and sends δi to each attribute
authority Ai. Each Ai performs a two-party computa-
tion with the CA using its master key and δi received
from the user as a private input. Finally, the user u
receives Di = gðαi+γi+δiÞβ from each attribute authority
and computes a part of his/her secret key D =

Qm
i=1

Di = gðα1+⋯+αmÞ+cGIDu,t+uGIDu,tβ from it. In the pro-
posed model, GIDu,t = cGIDu,t + uGIDu,t =∑m

i=1ðγi
+ δiÞ is computed from the random exponents cho-
sen by the CA ðγiÞ and the user ðδiÞ. In other words,
the CA only knows a part of the user’s global identi-
fier and the random parameters used by each attri-
bute authority to generate secret keys. To achieve
the collusion among users requires that attackers
and colluders should know their global identifier
used to generate their secret keys. If attackers know
the global identifier used to generate secret keys, they
can combine secret keys generated from the same
global identifier. An attacker can combine colluders’
secret keys generated from the same GID or create a
new secret key using the same GID of the colluder
to attempt the collusion attack. In other words, the
attacker should be able to recover the colluder’s
global identifier. However, cGIDu chosen by the CA
is not disclosed to the user on the key generation pro-
cess, and in contrast, the colluder may disclose
his/her uGIDu to the attacker but this will be shared
with a trustworthy user, the ownership of his/her
deposit until the next key update period t + 1. That
is, the colluder has the risk of losing his/her deposit
by the collusion attacker until the end of the period
t, whether or not the collusion attack is successful.
The colluder will only join the attack if the attacker
pays at least more than the deposit he may lose (i.e.,
pricereward ≥Du). Theoretically, the attacker will not
be able to obtain the GID for the attack, neither from
the CA nor from colluders, so the proposed system
can provide resistance to the collusion attack among
users

(b) Compromised authority: Hur’s model had a vulnera-
bility that a compromised CA could generate a secret
key for the unauthenticated user from the secret key

Active

Close

Revoke

Init

Close

Revoke

Case 1
(key update)

Case 2
(by owner)

Case 3
(by colluder)

Case 4
(by CA)

Case 5
(expired)

Deposit setup

Figure 6: A state transition diagram of the proposed system.
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of the colluder. In this attack scenario, the CA
receives the part of the secret key D =
gðα1+⋯+αmÞ+GIDuβ from colluder u and computes
secret information of the attribute authorities gα =
gðα1,⋯,αmÞ that required to generate a new secret key
(where αi is a master secret key of the attribute
authority Ai). The CA can generate a new secret key
alone without the cooperation of attribute authorities
based on gα. However, in our proposed system, the
CA needs the global identifier of the colluder
GIDu = cGIDu + uGIDu to extract gα from his/her
secret key. In other words, the CA must receive uGI
Du along with the secret key from the colluder.
However, uGIDu is secret information needed to
withdraw the deposit from the colluder’s smart con-
tract. If the colluder u shares his/her global identifier
uGIDu with the CA, the CA may withdraw the collu-
der’s deposit by submitting the preimage of hvalue,
uGIDu, to the smart contract

(2) User revocation: for situations where a user leaves the
system (by themselves or by force), the system must
provide a revocation of the user’s secret key. If the
system does not provide the key revocation, our
deposit protocol will not guarantee resistance to
collusion attacks. Our proposed deposit protocol
relies on activated security deposits to prevent users
from malicious behavior. All users of the system
will always act rationally because they have the risk
of losing their deposit due to their misbehavior.
This causes an attacker to lose motivation for the
attack by making it more costly for the attack.
However, assuming the key revocation is not pro-
vided, the user’s deposit will be withdrawn if the
user leaves the system, while the secret key will
remain valid in the system. In other words, the sys-
tem cannot prevent a user who has already left the
system from using his/her secret key in the collu-
sion attack. A user revocation prevents the secret
key of the user who has left the system from being
used in the system. In our proposed system, we
apply a user revocation to the system, which period-
ically regenerates and reencrypts secret keys and
ciphertexts of all users in the system so that revoked
user’s secret keys can no longer be used. However,
even if the user is revoked, his/her secret key is still
valid until the next key update period. This can be
solved by shortening the key update period, but it
results in a high computational cost on the system.
We adopt a method to prevent revoked users from
using their secret keys until the next key update
period based on the security deposit. In the pro-
posed system, a user revocation can be divided into
two cases:

(i) Revoked by the CA: the CA can revoke a user
from the system and prevent that user from par-
ticipating in the system. the CA can transit the

state of the user’s contract SC from active to
revoke. However, even if the contract is transited
to the revoke state, the revoked user still retains
ownership of the deposit locked in the contract
and his/her secret key can also be used until the
next key update period. However, revoked users
may ignore the revoked state and participate in
data trading. The revoked user submits his/her
knowledge of the preimage of SC:hindex to show
ownership of the deposit while depositing the
transaction amount in TSC for the data trading.
In the active state, withdrawals of a security
deposit require submission of SC:hvalue’s pre-
image (i.e., uGID at period t), but in the revoke
state, the deposit withdrawal can be made by sub-
mission of SC:hindex’s preimage. TSC approves
deposits of the transaction amount only when
the buyer’s SC:state is active. In other words,
the revoked user is no longer able to proceed with
the trading process. Furthermore, his/her secret
information k (preimage of SC:hindex) is
exposed to the blockchain network, so his/her
security deposit could be withdrawn by a third-
party user in the system

(ii) Expired: all users must periodically update their
secret keys. If the user did not update the secret
key at period t, his/her SC is automatically trans-
ited to the revoke state as the next period t + 1
begins. The revoked user can withdraw his/her
deposit and participate in the system again with
a new deposit

(3) Decentralization: in the proposed system, data trad-
ing among users is made through a smart contract
TSC. In each trade, the seller provides data to the
buyer and the buyer pays the seller its price. However,
on the decentralized trading platform where trusted
intermediaries do not participate, fairness issues arise
in the order of the trading protocol. Therefore, we
adopt a method to ensure fairness of the decentra-
lized trading based on HTLC. When the buyer
requests the seller to sell the data CT , the seller
chooses a random value R, then computes hproof =
HðRÞ, and sends it to the buyer and CSP. In our pro-
posed system, the CSP manages a special list for each
seller. This list is an access control list of the seller’s
data. The CSP provides requested data only when
the buyer submits a valid proof (i.e., preimage of h
proof =HðRÞ). The buyer sets the seller’s digital sig-
nature σseller and the preimage of hproof as a with-
drawal condition while depositing the transaction
amount to TSC. The seller submits randomly selected
R to TSC to withdraw the price, in which R is dis-
closed to all participants in the blockchain network.
The buyer can get the purchased data by submitting
the disclosed R to the CSP. In the proposed system,
the random value R was used as a method to ensure
the fairness of the trade transaction. In the trading
protocol, two situations can be considered:
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(i) Malicious seller: may not share the purchased
data after receiving the price from the buyer

(ii) Malicious buyer: may not pay the price after
receiving purchased data from the seller

In the proposed system, the seller and buyer set specific
conditions hproof for data sharing and trade transactions,
respectively. For more details, the seller sets specific condi-
tions for data sharing, and then, the buyer also sets a copy
of conditions (i.e., same conditions hproof =HðRÞ set by
seller) for withdrawing price in TSC. A buyer can get pur-
chase data by submitting valid proof to the CSP, and a seller
can also submit valid proof to TSC to withdraw the price
from the contract. When the seller submits the random value
R as proof to withdraw the price, it is recorded in the block-
chain and automatically disclosed to all network nodes. The
seller cannot withdraw the price from TSCwithout disclosing
R. The buyer also cannot find out the R randomly chosen by
the seller and submit it to the CSP without the transaction
being completed. The buyer also cannot find out the random
value R chosen by the seller and submit it to the CSP without
the seller completing the withdrawal of the price.

6.2. Evaluation and Implementation. Our approach is to mit-
igate the dependence of fully trusted CA in the system by

issuing only a portion of GID by the CA and the user, instead
of entirely issuing GID by the fully trusted CA. In the key
generation phase, the user randomly selects a secret value u
GID to be used as a portion of his GID and submits the
deposit to the smart contract. Deposits locked in the smart
contract can be withdrawn by submitting this secret value u
GID to the contract. In summary, compared to previous
researches, our approach can mitigate the dependence of
the CA but the cost of user participation in the protocol is
inevitable. Table 2 shows the computational cost of the sys-
tem entities at each phase of the proposed protocol. Table 3
lists the notations to express the computational cost.

To evaluate the computational cost, we consider only the
computational cost of each entity except for the operations
performed by the smart contract. We also consider only the
operations that each entity performs to communicate with
smart contracts as evaluation targets.

In phase 1, the CA deploys a smart contract SC for each
user. The deployment of smart contracts requires 1tx opera-
tion, and the CA keeps the addresses of all smart contracts
deployed (each address is 20 bytes in size). The user submits
a security deposit to SC for CP-ABE key generation. The user

Table 2: Computational cost.

Phase Entity Operation Cost

Phase 1 (deposit setup)

CA Deploy SC 1tx

User

Randomly chooseδi, k ∈ℤ∗
p

ComputeuGID =∑δi,
H uGIDð Þ,H kð Þ

Send Tx to SC (deposit)

i + 1ð ÞRNG
1sum
2hash
1tx

Phase 2 (get ciphertext)

Seller
Randomly chooseR ∈ℤ∗

p

ComputeH Rð Þ
Generate signatureσseller

1RNG
1hash
1sig

Buyer Send Tx to TSC (deposit) 1tx

CSP ComputeH kð Þ,H R′
� �

2hash

Phase 3 (state transition: Update)

CA — —

User

Randomly chooseδi,new, knew ∈ℤ∗
p

ComputeuGIDnew =∑δi,new,
H uGIDnewð Þ,H knewð Þ
Send Tx to SC (update)

i + 1ð ÞRNG
1sum
2hash
1tx

Table 3: Computational cost notation.

Operation Meaning

tx Create blockchain transaction and broadcast it
to the network

sig Generate a digital signature (ECDSA)

hash Cryptographic hash function (Keccak-256)

sum Summation operation

RNG Random number generate function

Table 4: Costs required to execute the proposed contract SC and
TSC.

Phase Command Cost (gas) Cost ($)

Phase 1
Deploy contract SC 399816 63.84

Deposit (SC:deposit) 69419 11.08

Phase 2

Deploy contract TSC 335323 53.54

Deposit (TSC:deposit) 103479 16.52

Withdraw (TSC:withdraw) 45322 7.23

Phase 3
Key update (SC:keyupdate) 65940 10.52

Withdraw (SC:withdraw) 43661 6.97
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performs an iRNG operation that chooses the random num-
ber for i key authorities in the system to generate uGID, 1
RNG operation that generates a random number for the
proof of ownership of the contract SC and 1tx operation that
submits a deposit after 1sum operation for uGID generation.

In phase 2, the data seller performs 1 RNG operation that
chooses a random R for data trading, 1 hash operation to
generate an HTLC proof, and a digital signature to generate
operation 1 sig for deposit acquisition. The buyer performs
1tx operation that submits a deposit, and the CSP performs
1hash operation for the seller’s data table update and 1hash
operation for the buyer’s data request verification.

In phase 3, the user updates his smart contract SC by per-
forming the same operations, as in phase 1, for new key
generation.

In our protocol, users’ deposits are controlled by HTLC
based on simple hash operations instead of complex opera-
tions. Except for the ði + 1ÞRNG operation required in the
key generation (and key update) process, other operations
can be seen efficiently in practical terms with low-cost opera-
tions. However, since this can be resolved by properly adjust-
ing the key update cycle, the computational cost of the user is
reasonable even if the proposed protocol is applied.

We implemented the smart contract SC and TSC on the
Kovan Ethereum test network. The price of the gas that we
set in the test is 1:6 × 10−7 ether (160Gwei) and the cost
required to execute the contract is calculated as the gas
price × gas used. Unfortunately, however, it is not appropri-
ate to show the execution cost of the contract at this point
due to the soaring price of the cryptocurrency in 2021. There-
fore, we present the costs with the current and previous
exchange rates together for a more appropriate evaluation.

Table 4 shows the results of converting the costs required
to execute our contract into gas and US dollars (exchange
rate as of 01/03/2021: 1 ether = $1520:77) at each phase in
the proposed system. Figure 7 shows a recalculation of the
execution cost of each function of the contract shown in
Table 3 according to the previous exchange rate (exchange
rate as of 01/10/2020: 1 ether = $595:22 and 01/12/2020: 1
ether = $352:08). In the proposed system, the honest user
pays for the data trading (SC:deposit, SC:withdraw) and a
periodic key update (SC:keyUpdate), and the cost of each
function, excluding contract deployment costs, is reasonable
because it is less than $5 with the previous exchange rate.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a data trading protocol for decen-
tralized user-to-user data trading and a security deposit pro-
tocol for preventing collusion attacks in the multi-authority
ABE system. Our system is controlled by two smart contracts
SC and TSC, and instead of centralized methods by a trusted
third party, our system leads to honest behavior of users
based on their security deposit. However, the management
history of the user’s deposit is transparent to everyone on
the network. If a malicious third party can relate a user’s
identity in the ABE system to his/her deposit in the block-
chain network, there is a possibility of a new attack resulting
from this vulnerability. Applying many privacy-preserving
techniques used in the blockchain, we think that it would
be possible to further improve the proposed protocol in
terms of security. Moreover, we expect the proposed system
to be utilized as a way to ensure that the system operates
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Figure 7: Cost of contract functions according to the exchange rate in the proposed system.
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honestly without a central system administrator in the mod-
ern complex society.
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